
Activity 1: Digital multimeter – A practical application

A handheld digital multimeter is a highly versatile instrument that is also used by non-professionals and

deserves a presence at least in school labs. Here, we shall see a slightly indirect measurement that 

people use an altogether different instrument for: water hardness. Although a little tedious with a 

multimeter, we shall show that one doesn’t need a specialized TDS meter.

Pure water is an insulator and the addition of ions results in it becoming conductive. A measure of 

purity of the water is the total dissolved solids (TDS). This numerical value, usually presented in mg l-1 

(effectively, ppm) terms, can be measured by evaporating a sample of water completely and measuring 

the mass of solids left behind. Being impractical, and because most solids in hard freshwater actually 

turn out to be dissolved ionic salts, an indirect measurement of conductivity may be performed to 

estimate this.

Requirements: a multimeter with its probes, an AA battery(1.5 V), a glass of water for testing, (RO 

purified water and salt for calibration or verification).

Procedure:

1. One-point calibration: Dissolve 1.25 ml of table salt (about quarter spoon, density of table salt 1.2 g 

cm-3) into 240 ml (1 standard cup) of water or scale accordingly. Keep the probe leads (metal part 

diameter D, height h) fully inserted into solution at a distance (l). After making sure it is dissolved 

completely, measure the resistance using multimeter probes using current mode and a 1.5V battery. 

Estimate cell constant (l/Dh in cm-1) for calibration and correction.

2. Conductivity and TDS calculation: Calculate conductivity using the formula conductivity (S/cm) = 

cell constant (/cm)/resistance(Ohms). Obtain TDS according to standard table (e.g. Ref 1, or a rough 

measure as 0.7*conductivity in uS/cm). Our correction factor is roughly 10000/TDS obtained above.

3. Water testing: Repeat the conductivity measurement with the test water sample. Calculate TDS as 

prescribed above and multiply by correction factor.

[Example results using Aquaguard RO water with measured TDS of about 20ppm. Added 1.25 ml salt 

to 240 ml water. Conductivity of solution measured from 1.5 V battery (2e-3 mA) with probes 2 mm 

dia and 2 cm long placed a cm apart (approx cell constant 5 cm^-1)=6e-3 S/cm=6000 uS/cm~4750 

ppm. Multiplicative calibration factor to get correct ppm is about 2.]



Note:

1) To minimize errors, it is desirable to have large boundary and depth of water container.

2) Temperature coefficient: (conductivity changes by a factor of two over 10-30 deg C): most values 

are reported at 25 deg C.

3) Wheatstone bridge is preferable

4) Ca, Mg, K, Na ions are usually the ionic impurities in hard water.

References:

1. https://www.ag.ndsu.edu/publications/environment-natural-resources/using-electrical-conductivity-

and-total-dissolved-solids-meters-to-field-test-water-quality

2. https://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/09/a6.3/tm9-a6_3.pdf
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Activity 2: Measuring refractive index of a glass slab

Measuring refractive index of materials by ray-tracing is a standard experiment at the school-level. 

Another interesting way to measure refractive indices of clear and optically flat materials (e.g. available

in slab geometries) is to utilize the critical angle beyond which total internal reflection occurs, as Pfund

originally proposed.

In this outline, we provide the basic steps required to see the zone of darkness beyond which total 

internal reflection can clearly be seen and the refractive index may be calculated.

Requirements (not provided in the kit): a laser pointer with a thin beam, a glass slab sample (e.g. 

optical flat, or even water in a container), a graph paper (or any light coloured background for the 

sample), Vernier calipers (or a ruler in case of thick slab), a way to hold the laser in place above the 

sample (e.g. clamp stand).

Procedure:

1) Make arrangement such that the laser pointer points down towards the sample lying flat on the graph

paper.

2) Using one of the graph-rules or a scale or a vernier, note down the diameter of the dark region 

beyond which total internal reflection lights up the sample surface.

3) Use the critical angle-refractive index relationship along with the geometry to calculate the refractive

index using n2 = 1+ (2h/r)2 in terms of the thickness h of slab and outer radius r of the zone of darkness.

References:

1. https://www.compadre.org/portal/items/detail.cfm?ID=15103

2. https://www.lehigh.edu/imi/scied/docs_edu/RefractiveIndexPfundsMethod.pdf
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